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THE FIRST PROJECT TO TOKENIZE 
TENNIS CELEBRETIES

ACE BY TokenStars WILL BE  
A HUGE SUCCESS
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2 KEY MARKETING ACTIVITIES  
WILL INFLUENCE THE SUCCESS

ATTRACTING FANS 
(NON-BLOCKCHAIN 

AUDIENCE)

ATTRACTING 
BRANDS
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Twitter followers — sports league & team accounts
55,200,000 FIFA
38,800,000 NBA
39,760,000 TOP 5 tennis players
32,615,000 NFL
23,400,000 UFC

TENNIS FANS SURPASS 1 BILLION PEOPLE

Top-20 players have 172 million active fans!
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FANS ARE NO LONGER JUST SPECTATORS

The balance of player, team, fans, and media has shifted. 
Fans no longer just watch. They participate, analyze, critique, 
deconstruct, fantasize and connect with their favorite players 
and teams in real time. Thanks largely to digital innovation, 
being a sports fan has never been so emotionally charged, or 
fun, as it is today. Over time as fans have gotten more and 
more organized, the virtual monopolies teams and leagues 
have enjoyed have been broken.Today’s most important 
superfans aren’t always big on  outlandish costumes and 
facepaint, but when they talk, teams  listen. 
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FANS NOWADAYS HAVE HUGE IMPACT ON SPORT INDUSTRY 
Scottish Ranger Union fans hired an analyst to examine  
the financials of the organization’s merchandise deal to  
discover that little profit was benefiting the club. They  
organized an effective boycott to express their 
displeasure. 

Multiple fan boycotts have been called to protest the  
continued use of the Redskins team name and logo. 
Boycotts have even been called for FedEx, which owns  
the naming rights to the Redskins’ stadium. 

In Italy, Lazio soccer supporters boycotted a home  
match against Atalanta in protest of President Claudio  
Lotito’s running of the club after the sale of playmaker  
Anderson Hernanes to Inter Milan and a series of bad  
outings. Only 2,000 tickets were sold in a venue that has  
a capacity of 82,000.
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THUS... FANS NEED THIS NEW KIND OF DEEP EXPERIENCE

Experience of «360 degrees» is something 
that truly makes difference for them. 

They don’t want just to watch TV or to go to the games. 
Fan-club, branded items, video games - all of that 
different sport experience makes a true fan. 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFORM FAN EXPERIENCE
A plethora of technologies, all at varying stages of development, is 
revolutionising the sports and fan experience. The  potential for all sports 
stakeholders is enormous, not least as  sports fans have a greater propensity to 
adopt technology  than the general population –  the explosion in the tracking 
and  wearables category is a perfect example. New technologies are enhancing 
and in many cases personalising the ‘in-venue’  and ‘at-home’ experience – 
everything from virtual reality to drones, LED screens to on-court projections. 
Initiatives like Formula E’s ‘Fan Boost’ are allowing the viewer to directly impact 
the sporting action, opening up a new debate about how far new technology 
should encroach on the ‘field of play’.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES TRANSFORMING THE FAN EXPERIENCE 

AT VENUE AND AT HOME
of people in the US go on the internet  
while watching sports on TV

of people in the US use a social media  
platform while watching sports on TV

of US Sport fans are the first person  to 
have a new innovative product

of US Sport fans are early  adopters of 
mobile technologies 

78%

62%

39%
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FANS SPEND SUFFICIENT MONEY ON THIS  
NEW KIND OF EXPERIENСE   

Football, the UK’s most popular sport in the UK, is the most 
costly to follow. The average footie fan spent £276 in 
2016. However, the biggest spenders (the top one per 
cent) spent up to £5,000 on their love of the beautiful 
game. £5 billion was spent by the nation’s fans in total 
over the last year.

Source: http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/post-office/pressreleases/uk-sports-fans-spent-over-ps20-billion-last-year-1438275      

UK sport fans expenditures in 2015-2016

Sport Amount spent per fan 
in the last year

Amount spent by fans 
across the UK in the last 

year

Football 276 £ 5 £ billion

Horse Racing 240 £ 2.5 £ billion

Cycling 192 £ 2 £ billion

Golf 129 £ 1.3 £ billion

Cricket 123 £ 1.5 £ billion

Rugby 122 £ 1.7 £ billion

Tennis 115 £ 1.7 £ billion

Other 199 £ 2.4 £ billion

http://www.mynewsdesk.com/uk/post-office/pressreleases/uk-sports-fans-spent-over-ps20-billion-last-year-1438275
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SO HOW WILL ACE TRANSFORM FANS’ 
CURRENT EXISTENCE?



ACE TRULY BROADENS MODERN FANS’ PERCEPTION  
OF ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE 
Thanks to ACE they can not only follow young stars, 
but also become closer to them. Getting a cup of 
coffee or working out together is a wonderful 
experience, that is desired by any fan. 

The ability to join the project allows to feel a 
connection to someone else’s success and take it as 
your own. Isn’t it exactly what the core of emotional 
belonging to the fan culture is all about? 
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2 KEY MESSAGES WILL BE LEVERAGED IN MARKETING 
COMMUNICATION* - WHAT WE WILL TELL THEM

What fans think about: 
My passion is the sport and my club. I want 
to get more from the sport and being a fan. I 
want to be engaged to the max. I already buy 
different branded items, training shoes, that 
are advertised by my favourite players, I play 
sport related video games with my friends, I 
subscribe to all relevant sport channels.  
But I want more. 

What АСЕ will communicate: 
Experience what it’s like to be a manager of 
your favourite sport. Get to know the players, 
who are about to become international 
superstars and vote for them. You can meet any 
one of them and find out what it’s like to be a 
world class athlete. ACE is your way to become 
absolutely involved in your favourite sport. 

KEY MESSAGE 1: 
«ACE - YOUR TOTAL SPORT IMMERSION.»
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*Depending on the local market specifics



KEY MESSAGE 2: 
«ACE - DEFINE THE FUTURE OF SPORTS.» 

What fans think about: 
I have been rooting for my favourite sport 
for a long time. I often get upset, when I see 
wrong and irrational decisions by club’s 
managers and trainers. Unified fan-club can 
change the situation, but I can’t change 
anything on my own. I can only watch it 
happen and discuss it with my friends. 

What АСЕ will communicate: 
Experience what it’s like to be a manager of 
your favourite sport. Get to know the 
players, who are about to become 
international superstars and vote for them. 
You can meet any one of them and find out 
what it’s like to be a world class athlete. 
ACE is your way to become absolutely 
involved in your favourite sport. 

2 KEY MESSAGES WILL BE LEVERAGED IN MARKETING 
COMMUNICATION* 
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WHILE ENGAGING FANS WE WILL IMPLEMENT  
OPTIMAL MARKETING MIX 

TV* + ONLINE VIDEO SOCIAL MEDIA INDOOR + OUTDOOR INFLUNCERS

*Not direct media buying, but appearance via celeb’s endorsement  
(e.g. logo on star’s t-shirt or other).
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3 CORE MARKETING CHANNELS:  1st - REACH 

This is the channel, that has the greatest amount of reach 
and effectiveness, when it comes to communicating the 
knowledge about the sport. We incorporate the 
advertising into the major translations of sporting events 
(live or recorded).  
Mixed with online video it allows to increase the quantity 
of the communication and reach non- and lite-tv-viewers. 
The greatest amount of affinity reach can be received 
from incorporation into advertising blocks of:   
1. Sport YouTube channels  
2. Sport bloggers 
3. Sport commentators 
4. Recordings of games and highlights 

TV + ONLINE VIDEO
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3 CORE MARKETING CHANNELS:  
2nd - TARGETED ADVERTISING 

Social media is one of the most important platforms for 
ACE to communicate with further platform participants. 
Modern people spend a great amount of their time on 
social media. It is the place, where they surround 
themselves with up to date sport content by subscribing 
to the accounts of athletes, clubs, sport unions, 
bloggers, etc. By analyzing these subscriptions, we are 
able to build the advertising campaign for social media 
platforms that uses micro targeting.  

SOCIAL MEDIA
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3 CORE MARKETING CHANNELS:  
3rd - OFFLINE COMMUNICATION

One of the greatest ways to engage a fan into the 
project is to advertise it near and inside the stadiums, 
where the athletes who are already signed are 
playing. This is the place, where the call to «Share the 
success» has the most weight.  

OUTDOOR + INDOOR
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SPECIAL MARKETING PROJECTS 
WILL ASSIST THE EFFECTIVE 
LAUNCH 
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SPECIAL MARKETING PROJECTS WITH OPINION LEADERS 
WILL ASSIST THE EFFECTIVE LAUNCH - EXAMPLE CASE #1

INFLUNCERS CASES

Sexy girl from Brazil that shows cool tricks with a football. She promotes 
sporting events, clothes, fitness and beauty products on Instagram. 
Cases include: Poker Stars, Life Booster Energy Drink, Impression Moda 
Festa 

DESCRIPTION

Source: https://www.instagram.com/raquelfreestyle/ 
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https://www.instagram.com/raquelfreestyle/


SPECIAL MARKETING PROJECTS WITH OPINION LEADERS 
WILL ASSIST THE EFFECTIVE LAUNCH - EXAMPLE CASE #2
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INFLUNCERS CASES

A Boston based production, that films cool videos of  the training 
process. They promote training shoes and technological solutions for 
the training process.  
Cases include: Adidas, Puma, Concave Football  

DESCRIPTION

Source: https://www.instagram.com/strkrfc/  

https://www.instagram.com/strkrfc/


SPECIAL MARKETING PROJECTS WITH OPINION LEADERS 
WILL ASSIST THE EFFECTIVE LAUNCH - EXAMPLE CASE #3
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INFLUNCERS CASES

Fashion and design influencer from China. He promotes trendy 
clothing brands.  
Cases include: Burberry, Zara, Dc Shoes, Off-White 

DESCRIPTION

Source: https://instagram.com/jacobwithu 

https://instagram.com/jacobwithu


PROPOSED MARKETING MIX WILL PROVIDE CONVERSION 
AND COST PER USER FAR ABOVE AVERAGE 

The greatest amount of reach, 
due to sport content Micro-targeting Engaging the most active fans Creating buzz 

TV + ONLINE VIDEO SOCIAL MEDIA INDOOR + OUTDOOR INFLUNCERS
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RESUME / FANS: ACE HAS A CLEARCUT PLAN FOR  
ATTRACTING NON-BLOCKCHAIN AUDIENCE TO THE PROJECT 
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WE PERFECTLY UNDERSTAND 
THE AUDIENCE

WE USE THE MOST EFFECTIVE 
MEDIA ECO-SYSTEMWE KNOW WHAT 

TO COMMUNICATE 
  

TENNIS FANS SURPASS 
1 BILLION OF PEOPLE 

FANS NEED 360-WIDE 
EXPERIENCE 

FANS ARE NO LONGER JUST 
SPECTATORS 

FANS SPEND A LOT OF MONEY 
ON THEIR HOBBY 

ACE - YOUR TOTAL 
SPORT IMMERSION

ACE - DEFINE THE 
FUTURE OF SPORTS 

TV + ONLINE VIDEO 

INDOOR + OUTDOOR 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

INFLUNCERS 



2 KEY MARKETING ACTIVITIES  
WILL INFLUENCE THE SUCCESS

ATTRACTING FANS 
(NON-BLOCKCHAIN 

AUDIENCE)

ATTRACTING 
BRANDS
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2010 2014 2015 2016 2017

62,2 
BILLION

59,8 
BILLION

57,5 
BILLION

55,3 
BILLION

35 
BILLION

1,8xSPEND IN $

SPONSORSHIP MONEY SHOW 
SUBSTANTIAL GROWTH  

DIFFERENT SPORTS 
BROADCASTING MARKET VALUE 

GROWTH IS HUGE

SPORT MARKETING INDUSTRY IS RAPIDLY GROWING

Explosion of new content-production 
options (GoPro, YouTube, Instagram, 
Periscope, etc.) is giving brands new 
sports-related avenues to reach 
consumers, and consumers new, non-
sponsored channels of their own  

Big Data: analytics, targeting and 
personalization  

01 02

NHL

NBA

Premier
League

Bundes liga

AFL

Chinese soccer 
league

+163%

+186%
+53%

+2567%

+67%

+75%
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2 TYPES OF BRANDS LEAD SPORT MEDIA INVESTMENT

These brands move beyond sponsorships 
and advertising by developing and owning 
new sports, championships, and leagues. 
The Red Bull approach to brand-backed 
sports becomes the rule rather than the 
exception. It’s not just your brand’s name 
on the stadium the sport itself embodies 
your brand.

Large, hard-to-quantify sports 
sponsorships become a thing of the 
past as brands redirect their marketing 
budgets to personalized, micro- targeted 
digital ad campaigns with an audience 
of one and an instantly verifiable return 
on investment. It’s not about the most 
eyeballs but the right ones. 

«SPORT-CENTERED» «SPORT-RELATED»
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BOTH «SPORT-CENTERED» AND «SPORT-RELATED» BRANDS 
HEAVILY USE TENNIS STARS AS A BRAND BUILDING TOOL

SERENA 
WILLIAMS

ANDY MURRAY MARIA 
SHARAPOVA

KEI NISHIKORI RAFAEL NADAL NOVAK 
DJOKOVIC

ROGER FEDERER

7 OF THE TOP 20 ENDORSEMENT CONTRACTS WORLDWIDE ARE 
CONTRACTS WITH TENNIS CELEBS 
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ENDORSEMENT EXAMPLE - CASE #1

Ronaldo is the most followed athlete on social media 
with 160 million followers across Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram. He has a sponsorship contract with Tag 
Heuer. In 2016 he posted 6 times on Facebook over two 
days regarding the watch brand’s “Don’t Crack Under 
Pressure” ad campaign. The posts were viewed 35 
million times with 2.4 million “likes” over two days. The 
posts generated an estimated value of $380,000 for Tag, 
according to research firm Repucom.

Source: https://www.facebook.com/Cristiano/videos/10153965080617164/   

https://www.facebook.com/Cristiano/videos/10153965080617164/
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ENDORSEMENT EXAMPLE - CASE #2

Serena Williams has already won 21 Grand Slams 
titles. But she’s also been a huge commercial success. 
In terms of endorsements she works with  a number of 
high profile sponsors, e.g. Gatorade. Gatorade posts  
usual SMM content with Serena as well as some non-
standard activations like a Snapchat game.

Source: https://twitter.com/Gatorade/status/688860468987838464   

https://twitter.com/Gatorade/status/688860468987838464
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ENDORSEMENT EXAMPLE - CASE #3

Federer is the endorsement king of tennis with deals 
with a number of premium brands. Federer has parlayed 
the support he enjoys from American fans into several 
massive, high-profile endorsement deals. Aside from his 
exclusive, personalized line of Nike apparel, Federer has 
agreements with premium brands like Rolex watches 
and Mercedes-Benz vehicles. More recently he has 
become a brand ambassador for Moët & Chandon - it’s a 
5-year deal worth 30 million dollars.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XP9OA09Iqs    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2XP9OA09Iqs
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ENDORSEMENT EXAMPLE - CASE #4

Li, a two-time grand slam winner and former world No. 2 
who quit tennis in 2014, has partnered with her long-time 
clothing sponsor, Nike, to release the Li Na collection in 
China in March 2017. 
It's the first time the world's biggest sporting goods 
maker will release an exclusive line for a Chinese 
woman. 
Pieces from the Li Na collection will be worn by five 
rising stars in Chinese sport and culture: soccer player 
Zhao Lina, tennis player Zhang Shuai, swimmer 
Stephanie Au and models Bonnie Chen and Liya Wang.

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/daniellerossingh/2017/02/26/chinese-tennis-star-li-na-partners-with-
nike-to-introduce-own-clothing-line/#50184a6f2285     

https://www.forbes.com/sites/daniellerossingh/2017/02/26/chinese-tennis-star-li-na-partners-with-nike-to-introduce-own-clothing-line/#50184a6f2285
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daniellerossingh/2017/02/26/chinese-tennis-star-li-na-partners-with-nike-to-introduce-own-clothing-line/#50184a6f2285
https://www.forbes.com/sites/daniellerossingh/2017/02/26/chinese-tennis-star-li-na-partners-with-nike-to-introduce-own-clothing-line/#50184a6f2285
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ACE OFFER FOR BRANDS IS A BREAKTHROUGH 

REASON #1: THE MARKET OF SPORT AGENCIES IS NOT MATURE  
ENOUGH ON MANY LOCAL MARKETS
The market grows faster than professional agencies are able to appear. 
Many athletes open such agencies themselves and build them around 
their contracts. For example both Roger Federer and Andy Murray 
launched their own sport marketing agencies.
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ACE OFFER FOR BRANDS IS A BREAKTHROUGH 

REASON #2: THE ABILITY TO PRESENT NEW FORMATS 
OF COMMUNICATION WITH A STAR
A dinner or a workout together is a great prize for any 
promotional campaign. This is a unique offer for the 
sports sponsorship market.
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REASON #3: THE ANALYTICS PLATFORM 
THAT IS CLEAR AND TRANSPARENT
The ability to follow the whole journey of an 
athlete from the moment of signing the 
contract to current day performance.

ACE OFFER FOR BRANDS IS A BREAKTHROUGH 
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ACE OFFER FOR BRANDS IS A BREAKTHROUGH 

REASON #4: YOUNG STARS, THAT ARE NOT SIGNED 
TO LARGE SPORT AGENCIES YET 
The ability to sign future superstars at the cost of a beginner 
athlete - which is a great business deal.
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REASON #5: THE PRESENCE OF AN END 
CONSUMER ON THE PLATFORM
Due to the voting system and the presence of 
performance analytics fans are going to use the 
ACE platform often, in order to follow athletes 
and their success. The analysis of this 
behaviour will help to choose the most relevant 
athlete.

ACE OFFER FOR BRANDS IS A BREAKTHROUGH 



ACE HAS A CLEAR VISION WHAT TO COMMUNICATE TO 
«BRANDS» TARGET MARKET

Accomplished athletes are very expensive and if 
you want to use someone famous, you have to 
spend the majority of your marketing budget on 
his fee. Early planning of all brand’s 
communications begins exactly from the star’s 
fee. This makes the effective distribution of a 
budget very difficult. 

ACE allows to contact the athlete 
before his fee becomes superstar-
large 

Brand manager’s insight: What ACE will communicate:
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCT ADD-ONs WILL MAKE ACE’S OFFER 
FOR BRANDS EVEN MORE APPEALING 
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PHOTO SHOOTS EVENTS PARTICIPATION VIDEO PRODUCTION
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCT ADD-ONs WILL MAKE ACE’S OFFER 
FOR BRANDS EVEN MORE APPEALING 
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PROMOTIONAL 
ACTIVITIES

PRODUCT PLACEMENT 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

PRODUCT PLACEMENT 
ON CLOTHES AND 

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
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GO-TO-MARKET STRATEGY IN TARGETING BRANDS - ACE WILL 
IMPLEMENT AD AGENCIES' BEST NEW BUSINESS PRACTICES

41

20% 50% 30%
There are more than 
1100 international 
brands we will target

Thus, based on average ad market benchmarks and average minimal 
year deal amount of $28 000 (that we’ve tested) - ACE will totalize in 
more than $160 000 of brand earning per month/ per one 
sustainable local market.

100 per month 20 per month 10 per month 3 per month

100 per month 20 per month 10 per month 3 per month

COLD 
CONTACTS

MEETINGS/  
PRESENTATIONS

PITCHES/ 
PROPOSALS

CLOSED DEALS/ 
CONTRACTS
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ACE HAS A TOP 5 DIGITAL AGENCY  
AS A MARKETING PARTNER 
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SPIRIT

TELECOM

ELECTRONICS

AUTOMOTIVE

OTHER

PHARMA

GOVERNMENT

FMCG

FINANCE

OUR EXPERTISE

RETAIL
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Challenge
Support new Galaxy 7S ecosystem 
launch; become number one YouTube 
channel for millennials TA in Russia

Solution
The first entertaining YouTube 
channel for smart people where 
users control famous bloggers and 
decide which shows they want to 
watch.  

Results
Views – 26 350 000
Video comments – 35 000 
Activation Detective Samsung – 20 
000 posts
The most popular branded video -
22M+ views

SAMSUNG

Смотреть 
ролик
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PHILIPS O’NEILL

Challenge
Re-launch brand’s communication 
and expand the target audience

Solution
A young person’s life if full of 
restriction. However, in reality 
a lot of barriers only exist in our 
mind. We created a team of «Street 
conquerors» united by “DON’T 
LISTEN TO OTHERS, LISTEN TO 
MUSIC” big digital idea. It consisted 
of street-famous young urbanites. 
They re-discovered the streets of 
their cities to show that all barriers 
exist in our mind only.

Смотреть 
ролик
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Challenge
Re-launch the communication of Sprite in 
Russia, use digital 
as the main communication channel

Solution
We chose «music» as a communication 
platform for creative campaign “Sprite Sound”

We helped young noname musicians to get on 
top. A social network app was chosen as the 
platform for the initial stages of 
communication. Participants got tasks from 
celebrities and uploaded their results using the 
app. 9-month federal project that got the winner 
to London to record the track at the Sony BMG 
music studio.

Results
• Reach — 80 % TA.
• 3 000+ the contest creative works (music 

clips).
• ~4 000 000 views of video.
• Attracted more than 300 000 community 

members on VK

SPRITE
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Challenge

Create largest FMCG brand Vkontakte 

community; Turn Coca-Cola Red community 

into an efficient marketing tool by adopting 

global social media strategy to Russian 

market challenges. 

Solution

We developed an always-on approach to 

maintain user social media activity between 

large IMCs, thus removing the obstacle of 

reengaging community from IMC to IMC. 

Results

- 700 000+ users, still one of the largest 

branded communities on VK.

- Higher than average engagement rate for 

the community of this size. Highest Quality 

Dialogue Rate on market (Figures under 

NDA)

COCA-COLA
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We’re a top full service digital agency 

for L’Oreal Russia group. We’re 

supporting L’Oreal Paris, Giorgio 

Armani, YSL, Clarisonic and Kiehl’s 

brands providing strategy, creative, 

digital production, social media, 

digital media planning and analytics. 

In 2016 we’ve launched 12 IMC 

campaings for L’Oreal Group. There’s 

more to come…

L’OREAL
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Challenge
To develop social media strategy for 
Mazda Russia Communities

Solution
Mazda is not just a car. Mazda is a 
lifestyle. Even if you are not in 
Mazda, Mazda is always in you.
We developed a Lifestyle social 
media Platform and show our TA 
how unique they are.

MAZDA
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Challenge

Introduce SHELL brand into 

digital and especially provide 

consistent social media strategy

Solution

Wiki-quiz for Formula 1 fans 

where the fastest players won 

tickets to the race.

SHELL
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Challenge

To support the “Supporting Fans” 

Sochi 2014 Olympic ideas

Solution

Digital strategy, creative, site and 

web app production, video 

production, social media support and 

results tracking for the VW Sochi 

2014 Olympic campaign were 

performed 

by JAMI

VOLKSWAGEN

Смотреть 
ролик
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RESUME / BRANDS: ACE HAS A CLEARCUT PLAN FOR  
ATTRACTING BRANDS TO THE PROJECT
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62,2 BILLION 
DOLLAR MARKET IS 
HUGE AND RAPIDLY 
GROWING

MOST OF THE MAJOR 
BRANDS USE SPORT 
CELEBS 
ENDORSEMENT 

ACE OFFER FOR 
BRANDS IS A 
BREAKTHROUGH 

WE WILL USE TOP AD 
AGENCIES’ BEST 
PRACTICES IN OUR 
GO-TO-MARKET 
PLAN
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ACE IS THE FUTURE OF SPORTS 
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FANS BRANDS 
Fans will follow us, as we are 
able to give them what they 
want - deeper immersion into 
the fan culture and greater 
experience. 

Brands will pay us, as we have a 
more transparent system, than other 
agencies, currently working in this 
segment. And collaborations with 
young star-athletes will allow them 
to optimize the budget.  



THANK YOU!
Request special offer for  

ACE token sale: 
ask@tokenstars.com 

http://tokenstars.com/ace/

mailto:ask@tokenstars.com
http://tokenstars.com/ace/

